Introduction
The idea of robot-aided motor therapy was first introduced in the early 1990s (Khalili & Zomlefer, 1988) , (Hogan et al., 1992) , and is gaining an increasing popularity. Many different platforms have been developed worldwide (Krebs et al., 1998) , (Colombo et al., 2000) , (Lum et al., 1999) , (Reinkensmeyer et al., 2000a) , (Kiguchi & Fukuda, 2004) , (Costa et al., 2004) , and some commercial systems appeared on the market sustained by encouraging, though still limited results of clinical trials. The design and the production of devices for application in robot-aided motor therapy requires a multidisciplinary group, composed of neuroscientists, physiatrists, therapists and bioengineers, that strictly collaborate for the definition of the functional specifications of the machine, so that neurophysiological requirements are fulfilled and the artificial system and the natural system are integrated as functional and less invasive as possible. A crucial design challenge in robot-aided rehabilitation is interaction control between the robotic machine, the patient, and the therapist. That is because the machine has to permanently operate in a constrained motion, where a direct mechanical coupling always exists between the patient (or the limb involved in the robotic treatment) and the machine (Reinkensmeyer et al., 2000b) . Tight physical interaction between the robot and the human body is not occasional, like in many other industrial or service robotic applications, but it is an intrinsic functional requirement; moreover, the working environment can be regarded as partially unstructured, since interaction conditions between the robot and the patient can notably vary depending on the residual motor capabilities of patients and their unpredictable reactions to therapeutic stimuli. The design and development of interaction control for rehabilitation robotic machines can resort to a wide range of control strategies derived from industrial robotics for managing human-machine physical interaction (Siciliano & Villani, 1999) , (Gorinevsky et al., 1997) , (Salisbury, 1980) , (Kazerooni et al., 1986) , . Take for example impedance control (Hogan, 1985) : it is successfully used in motor therapy (Krebs et al., 1998) as it allows finely regulating the mechanical impedance of robots interacting with unstructured environments. It is basically thought for interaction in the Cartesian space and, consequently, it is especially applicable to 'operational machines', where only the motion of the robot end-effector in the operational space (and not that of the robot joints in the joint space) is equivalent to that of the natural effector of the human limb -hand or foot.
Source: Rehabilitation Robotics, Book edited by Sashi S Kommu, ISBN 978-3-902613-04-2, pp.648, August 2007, Itech Education and Publishing, Vienna, Austria Open Access Database www.i-techonline.com However, impedance control requires an accurate knowledge of the dynamic parameters of the robotic system, in order to compensate the robot dynamics. This increases difficulties in implementing the control law and entails computational burden which may limit the field of application of this powerful technique. Thus, although applicable and adaptable to robot-aided motor therapy, control strategies derived from industrial robotics do not fully satisfy motor therapy requirements and substantial efforts are currently being devoted to robot design and control approaches purposely conceived for improving dependability in human-robot interaction (Formica et al., 2005) , (Bicchi & Tonietti, 2004) , (Zinn et al., 2004) , (Colombo, 2004) . Also biomorphic control techniques are being developed for such an application field that are inspired to recent neuroscientific findings on sensorimotor coordination and viscoelastic regulation in humans , (Formica et al., 2006) . The control system of a machine for robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation is required to be highly adaptable and safe. In particular, the robot control system has to ensure a high level of adaptability to the different motor capabilities of the patients, properly relaxing the requirement of stiffness and precision in the motor task and remarking the maximum priority of safety in the interaction. Also, an ideal control system has to be portable, so to be easily instantiated on different types of rehabilitation machines, i.e., operational rehabilitation machines or else exoskeletal rehabilitation machines, still providing similar therapeutic performance by just readapting few parameters of the control law (Formica et al., 2005) , (Micera et al., 2005 ). Finally, a good level of flexibility is needed for the machine to be prone to implement different motor tasks, with various kinematic and dynamic characteristics as required by different clinical research protocols. In particular, studies on the typical tasks of rehabilitation motor therapy have shown that, in view of the differences in the patient residual motor capabilities, at least three different operating modalities can be listed which the control has to be able to implement . They are:
Passive Mode: the patient is unable to autonomously accomplish the motor task and the robot actively drives her/his limb. The trajectory is fully determined by the robot control system, unless the patients opposes a resistance to motion which exceeds Safety specifications; Active-Assisted Mode: the patients starts the movement but he/ she is unable to reach the target; the robot helps her/his complete the programmed task. When the robot takes control of the task, it goes to passive mode. Initially the machine is fully compliant to human motion, until it stops; Active-Constrained Mode: the patient is able to complete the movement, and the robot can exert a set of programmed force fields to allow a complete recovery of the muscular tone. Here, the trajectory of the end effectors dynamically depends on the interaction between the robot and the human limb. This chapter proposes a control approach which tries to fulfil the requirements of adaptability, safety, portability, and flexibility derived from the application field of rehabilitation robotics and adopts a bio-inspired approach for regulating robot behavior in the interaction with the patient. It originates from the analysis of the basic operating modalities of the rehabilitation motor therapy and, also, from the study of the fundamental mechanisms of biological motor control for generating planar movements and viscoelastic regulation in the human arm (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985) , (Katayama & Kawato, 1993) , (Gomi & Kawato, 1997) , (Gomi & Osu, 1998) , (Gomi, 1998) .
Two bio-inspired compliance control laws for biomedical applications are presented in this chapter, which try to overcome limitations of the traditional interaction control. They are named coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space , , and torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space (Formica et al., 2006) , (Formica et al., 2005) , respectively. Both of them are compliant controls in the joint space, thus being computationally simple with respect to other traditional approaches and potentially applicable to operational as well as exoskeletal machines. The coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space derives its name from the coactivation mechanism responsible of muscle visco-elastic regulation in the human arm and uses a unique parameter (purposely named coactivation) to modulate joint compliance in the interaction. The torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space tries to mimic the action of the central nervous system in regulating elastic properties of the human arm. In particular, relation between torques exerted by muscles and joint stiffness is studied and replicated with a good approximation by the control in an inner loop. On the other hand, an outer loop is responsible for controlling human robot interaction by means of a traditional direct force control law. Control theoretical formulation is presented in Sect. 2. Then, in Sect. 3 a comparative validation of basic adaptability and safety requirements of the two control schemes is carried out in simple and ordinary tasks, such as reaching and contact/noncontact transitions. The comparative analysis is performed in simulation tests, by means of a simulation tool purposively developed in MATLAB/Simulink for modeling interaction, and in experimental trials on an 8 degree-of-freedom (dof) robot arm. The preliminary experimental tests are reported to demonstrate the feasibility of using the proposed approach for guaranteeing safe interaction with the patient. Finally, Sect. 4 reports results of simulation tests of interaction between an operational machine and a patient in a plane during motor therapy. The dynamics of the MIT-Manus rehabilitation robotic machine (Krebs et al., 1998 ) is modelled as coupled with the dynamics of the human arm and a set of incorrect movements of the patient is generated within the simulation environment to test the control capability of counterbalancing a pathological behaviour.
Control theoretical formulation
Control for robotic machines for motor therapy can be regarded as interaction control for unstructured or partially unstructured environment, as interaction conditions are strongly dependent on the residual motor capabilities of patients. The control is also aiming to be highly adaptable, flexible and applicable to operational as well as exoskeletal machines. The two control laws proposed in this work have been specifically conceived for this scenario and originate from the joint analysis of biological motor control (in particular human motor control of the upper limb) and robot interaction control in unstructured environment. They are the coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space and the torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space (Formica et al., 2006) , respectively. Concepts of muscular coactivation and joint stiffness regulation have been borrowed from neuroscience for improving robot performance in situations of interaction with an unstructured environment and, particularly, in contact/noncontact transitions. To this purpose, the control laws take into account the two cases of motion in the free space and motion in the constrained space and a bio-inspired approach is proposed to control interaction force and accuracy by feedback. Furthermore, as already explained in , ) the choice of designing an interaction control based on the compliance regulation at the level of joint space is entailed by several factors. From neurophysiological studies (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985) , (Katayama & Kawato, 1993) , (Gomi & Kawato, 1997) , (Gomi & Osu, 1998) , (Gomi, 1998) , (Osu & Gomi, 1999) , it emerges that visco-elastic regulation in humans is directly achieved at the level of muscles and joints and indirectly at the level of end effector. On the other hand, from a robot control viewpoint, implementing a control in the joint space does not require to enter details of robot dynamics, thus allowing reducing the computational burden and extending the approach to different mechanics. This implies that in applications of rehabilitation motor therapy a control in the joint space can be easily applied to operational as well as exoskeletal machines.
Coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space
The coactivation-based compliance control law borrows from biology the term coactivation, that is the biological mechanism responsible for the regulation of the arm viscoelastic properties at the level of muscles and joints, and indirectly at the level of end effector (Katayama et al., 1998) (Baldissera 1981) , (Serres & Milner, 1991) . Moreover, in (Katayama et al., 1998) it is proposed that in the human arm feedback acts in the interaction control by regulating the muscular activity in accordance with the movement error. The coactivation-based compliance control law is formulated as follows : An appropriate choice for the c function allows improving arm accuracy in free space, by increasing stiffness, and increase arm compliance and elasticity in constrained space, by decreasing stiffness when an external bound is sensed. In both cases, the gains of diagonal matrices K P and K D evolve from an initial value, experimentally evaluated, as a function of a unique factor, that is the coactivation.
In the free space, the i-th element of P K increases from its minimum value as:
where the coefficient P k can be different for each joint, in order to allow regulating the level of coactivation for each of them. In (2), as presented in (Katayama et al., 1998) for the human visco-elastic regulation. In (3), is a positive coefficient. An analogous adaptable law is proposed for the viscosity parameters.
The i-th element of K D matrix evolves over time like (2), but with a slower increasing rate, i.e., 
In the constrained space, P k function decreases with the force module from its initial value
where h k Pin is the maximum value for the proportional parameter, and h is a scalar coefficient playing the same role of 
Torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space
In the human arm, joint stiffness seems To be strictly dependent on the torques exerted by the muscles on the joints. In particular, joint stiffness seems to increase as the torque module raises, as shown in Fig. 2 extracted from (Gomi & Osu, 1998) . The torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space is a parallel force/position control where the position control is a compliance control in the joint space based on PD actions. Fig. 2 . Joint torque and joint stiffness relationships for one subject (extracted from Gomi & Osu, 1998) .
In the free space the PD control tries to replicate results obtained in (Gomi & Osu, 1998 ) on human subjects, by making the joint stiffness linearly vary with the torque module as:
, being subscripts e and s the elbow and shoulder joint, respectively.
Note that a maximum value max ij R for each joint needs to be imposed in order to avoid instability in the control. The corresponding stiffness matrix is: 
As regards damping matrix D , it is assumed to be constant since in (Gomi & Osu, 1998 ) the variation of viscosity with joint torques seems to be negligible. Finally, in the free space robot behavior is regulated by the following control law: (7) and (8).
For the robot behaviour in the interaction with the human subject, the traditional approach to force control (Siciliano & Villani, 1999) is used. This is because the control is thought to be applied to motor therapy, where the three modalities of passive mode, active assisted mode and active constrained mode are to be performed. Thus, the basic idea for the control in the interaction with a patient is that the therapist is capable of guiding, assisting or forcing the subject in the execution of the motor task. Control in the constrained space is then based on a force feedback loop which, in addition to a position loop, makes the robot capable of changing the desired trajectory depending on the force error (Fig. 3) . The desired trajectory the robot has to follow in the Cartesian space is composed of two terms:
where dp x is the desired trajectory in absence of interaction, and F x determines the displacement from dp x depending on the force error. Vector F x is calculated as follows:
In ( The block scheme of the torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Comparative analysis of the proposed control schemes

Description of the simulation tool
A simulator has been developed in MATLAB/Simulink for a preliminary validation and a comparative analysis of the control laws (1) and (9). The simulator models a 2-dof robot arm interacting with a human arm (Formica et al., 2005) , (Formica et al., 2006) . The simulated robot arm is the 2-dof MIT-Manus operational robotic machine (see Fig. 4 ). The main reason for the choice of the MIT-Manus system is that it is a commercial robot specifically designed for robot-aided rehabilitation and tested in several clinical studies on motor therapy (Krebs et al., 1998) , (Krebs et al., 1999) , (Krebs et al., 2000) , (Fasoli et al., 2003) . The model developed in MATLAB/Simulink is based on kinematic and dynamic parameters extracted from (Bhushan & Shadmehr, 1999) . On the other hand, for the human arm a simplified planar model has been considered, consisting of two joints (a shoulder and an elbow), two links and three couples of muscles (see Fig. 4 ) (Katayama & Kawato, 1993) . This type of simplified model is widely used in most neurophysiological studies regarding human motor control (Hogan, 1985) , (Miall, 1998) . The dynamic model of the MIT-Manus robot can be described as:
whereas the dynamics of the human arm interacting with the robot can be expressed as:
In (12) 
anthropometric data in (Katayama & Kawato, 1993) , a complete dynamic model of the interacting human-robot system can be obtained through Eq. (12). In Fig. 5 the image of the two simulated interacting systems is shown. The MIT-Manus system is represented in blue while the human arm is in red. The handle of the robot where the patient is attached is coloured in pink. Control torques ROB for the robotic system are provided by the robot control law. For the human arm, instead, motor torques HUM are generated by the motor commands from the CNS (Katayama & Kawato, 1993) , (Hogan, 1985) , (Miall, 1998) and depend on the visco-elastic muscle behaviour. Here, for sake of simplicity, human muscular activity is not modelled and only the consequence at the level of joints is considered. This entails a joint visco-elastic behavior described as:
where the values of joint stiffness matrix
and damping matrix HUM D have been resumed from the human data on the joint visco-elastic parameters in (Gomi & Osu, 1998) . Vector d is the arm desired trajectory in the joint space. Fig. 5 . Graphical interface of an operational robotic machine interacting with a human subject: the MIT-Manus robot arm is drawn in blue, the human arm is drawn in red.
Simulation results
Performance of the coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space and of the torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space have been preliminarily compared through the developed simulation tool. The robot arm is regarded as an uncoupled system (i.e., without coupling with the human subject) and is controlled to execute motor tasks of positioning in the free space as well as of interaction with an unexpected constraint. For the simulation tests in the free space, the robot arm is moved in the Cartesian space from the The norm of the position error in the Cartesian space for the two cases of coactivation-based compliance control and torque-dependent compliance control is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The error time course is very similar and in both cases the maximum value is close to For simulating an unexpected interaction with the environment, an external constraint is modelled as an elastically compliant system having stiffness K e and described by the following equation: Figures 8 and 9 report the interaction force in norm for the two cases of coactivationbased and torque-dependent compliance control. In order to compare force performance, control gains for the two control laws have been tuned to generate the same position error. As evident, the interaction force related to (1) presents a series of spikes in the contact/noncontact transition phase which are notably reduced in number and amplitude for the control (9). After the transient, both controllers adapt to the constraint and reach a reasonable force value, that is close to 5 N for the controller (1) and 1 N for the controller (9). In the constrained motion, the control gains of the coactivation-based control law in (5) 
Experimental results
Experimental trials of reaching in the free space and motion in the constrained space have been carried out to complete the compared evaluation of the two control laws. The experimental robotic platform consists of the Dexter arm, a robot manipulator at the ARTS Lab of the Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna of Pisa and manufactured by Scienzia Machinale s.r.l. for applications of assistive robotics, and a six-axis ATI force/torque sensor (see Fig. 10 ). The Dexter arm is made of 8 rotational joints actuated by a mechanical transmission system of pulleys and steel cables which determines coupling in the degrees of freedom (see for further details). The force/torque sensor is mounted at the arm wrist and is capable of reading force in the range of [ 210, +210] 
The sensor is used to monitor force values during interaction and close the loop in the force control. A photo of the experimental setup is shown in fig. 10 . The control law is written in C ++ programming language and run on a PC Pentium II under DOS Operating System. The motor commands are sent to the actuation system every 10 ms, by means of two MEI 104/DSP-400 control boards. As in the simulated environment, the experimental tests consist of a series of point-to-point movements in the free space as well as in the constrained space. For tests in the free space, the Dexter arm is moved in the Cartesian space from the initial position P i = [0.70; 0.25; 0.50] m to the final position P f =[0.50; 0.25; 0.45] m in 13 s plus 3 s for the adjustment. A point-to-point quintic polynomial trajectory (with zero velocity and acceleration boundary conditions) has been planned to guide the robot from the initial to the final configuration. The experimental tests have been performed with high gain values, in order to reach the target position with high precision. Thus, for the coactivation-based compliance control, the following values have been chosen: K Pmin =diag{60, 40, 10, 9, 8, 1, 0.2, 0.2} Nm/rad, = 1.5, P K =diag{3, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 1.8, 1, 0.2, 0.2} Nm/rad.
Instead, for the torque-dependent compliance control R min =diag{640, 120, 80, 64, 32, 4, 4} Nm/rad, k=diag{20, 20, 16, 14.4, 8, 4 , 4} rad 1 and K D =diag{10, 10, 6, 2, 2, 0.8, 0.8} Nm/rad ·s 1 have been set. The position error in the Cartesian space is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. Definitely, in the free space performance of the two compliance control laws seems to be comparable. for the control law (9). In both cases the robot adapts the trajectory to the external constraint and, for the control (9) it also regulates the interaction force to the desired value. However, it is worth noticing that for the second controller, i.e. the torque-dependent compliance control, force time course never resulted in sharp variations at the impact with the constraint, whereas for the coactivation-based compliance control force time course appears to be quite impulsive in the adaptation to the obstacle (Fig. 13) . This achievement is in accordance with results in Figs. 8 and 9 obtained in the simulation tests and is extremely important for selecting the appropriate control law for biomedical applications, where safety and smooth adaptability in the interaction with humans are requirements with maximum priority. 
Simulation tests of human-robot interaction during motor therapy
Following the results of the comparative analysis between the two control laws, which clearly indicate the torque-dependent compliance control to be the safer and more adaptable with respect to the coactivation-based compliance control, an application of (9) to interaction with a patient during tasks of motor therapy has been simulated. In particular, through the simulator presented in Sect. 3.1 three different levels of motor disabilities have been modelled, in order to test system adaptability to different motor conditions of patients. For simplicity, the different pathological levels have been represented by means of sharp deviations of the human arm from the linear reference trajectory. Whereas a linear motion from a generic point A to a point B is expected for a healthy subject, a sequence of short linear paths (like a sawtooth function) can be roughly imagined for a patient undergoing neurorehabilitation therapy. The rate of variation of the sawtooth is assumed to be dependent on the level of disability. The MIT-Manus robot arm is controlled to linearly move from the initial point P i =[ 0.20; 0.42] m to the final point P f = [0.20; 0.42] m in 4 s and force the patient to follow a linear motion in accordance with the level of disability. As natural, the level of robot force has to be opportunely tuned to guarantee safety of operation with human subjects. To this purpose, the reference value for the force control consists of two contributions:
A force F dx =const that guides the arm in the direction of motion; A force perpendicular to the motion direction which counterbalances incorrect movements. It is expressed as
, where ỹ is the position error in the direction perpendicular to the motion and gain K y assumes higher values as the level of disability increases. Table 1 reports the values of the parameters of the force control used for simulating interaction in the three cases of disability.
Disability Level1
Disability Level 2 Disability Level3 For brevity, simulation results only for two levels of disability are reported here. They are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 and correspond to the simulated Cases of slight (Level 1) and severe disability (Level 3), respectively. The two figures show the incorrect movements executed by the patient in absence of the MIT-Manus assistance and the movement described by the patient when guided by the robot. The efficacy of robot corrective actions directly depends on F dx and, especially, on K y . This is evident also in the case of severe disability shown in Fig. 16 . However, it is worth noticing that the value of the control parameters is superiorly limited due to insurgence of instability and problems of safety in the interaction. High values may determine interaction force that can be dangerous for the patient. For instance, when the critical case of severe disability and high control parameters (F dx =45 N, K y =1000 N/m) has been simulated the interaction force has reached a dangerous peak value of nearby 80 N (see Fig. 17 ). Therefore, a superior limit needs to be imposed to the force exerted by the robot while guiding the human arm, that is around 45-50 N as for the real MIT-Manus system (Krebs et al., 1998) . 
Conclusions
In this chapter basic criteria for the design and implementation of interaction control of robotic machines for motor therapy have been briefly introduced and two bio-inspired compliance control laws developed by the authors to address requirements coming from this specific application field have been presented. The two control laws are named the coactivation-based compliance control in the joint space and the torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space, respectively. They try to overcome limitations of the traditional interaction control by taking inspiration from biological motor control, with particular attention to the mechanisms of visco-elastic regulation of the human arm. They basically differ for the strategy of stiffness regulation used to generate a variable proportional gain in the PD control. The control has been designed to ensure a high level of adaptability to different patient motor capabilities and guarantee the maximum level of safety in the interaction. However, also requirements coming from the theory of robot control, such as simplicity of implementation, low computational burden and functional force regulation have been taken into account. In order to carry out a preliminary evaluation of control performance, a simulation tool has been purposely developed in MATLAB/Simulink. It allows simulating the dynamics of the MIT-Manus rehabilitation robot coupled with a human arm. Trials of robot positioning in the free space and in the constrained space have revealed similar performance of the control laws as regards position regulation. However, for force regulation in presence of unexpected constraints the coactivation-based control appears to be less safe than the torque-dependent compliance control, due to the numerous and sharp spikes in the contact/noncontact transitions. This result is enforced by the experimental evidence on a 8-dof robot arm. Based on these preliminary experimental results, the application of the torque-dependent compliance control in the joint space to rehabilitation motor therapy has been simulated. The simulator in fact can be also used to simulate different levels of disability of the patient interacting with the robot. The results showed that also in presence of severe disability the control system is capable of counterbalancing incorrect movements, with an efficacy dependent on tuning the control parameters. Future work will be addressed to further investigate performance of the coactivationbased and torque-dependent compliance control by implementing the two control laws on a real operational robotic machine for motor therapy (e.g. the MIT-Manus system) and carrying out clinical trials. Also, the formulation of the control law in the joint space ensures an easy portability of the control law to exoskeletal systems. Thus, an extension and application of the two compliance controls to these types of machines is envisaged in the near future.
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